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MALIHEH AFNAN  ·  FARHAD AHRARNIA  ·  MOHAMED EHSAI  ·  MONIR FARMANFARMAIAN
PARASTOU FOROUHAR  ·  SHADI GHADIRIAN  ·  BITA GHEZELAYAGH  ·  TARANEH HEMAMI 
ABBAS KIAROSTAMI  ·  FARHAD MOSHIRI  ·  NAJAF SHOKRI  ·  MITRA TABRIZIAN

Zendegi in Persian means Life. This first major group show of contemporary Iranian artists in Beirut, 
sheds light on life and art in Iran as seen through the eyes of several of its most prominent and  
emerging artists. Coming from different generations, and using diverse media, they present, investigate 
and interpret current themes and issues of relevance through their own aesthetic language, merging  
tradition with modernity.

The older generation pays homage to the country’s poetry, architecture and crafts: Monir Farmanfarmaian 
through her intricate and dazzling modernist compositions of mirrorwork and reverse glass painting, 
inspired by Islamic geometric patterns; and Mohammed Ehsai through his flowing calligraphy that 
reshapes old poetry into modern arrangements. Traces of letters, landscapes and faces, morphing into 
each other, are the subjects of Maliheh Afnan’s timeless works, in which she discreetly explores themes 
of displacement, exile and veiled hopes; while the great filmmaker Abbas Kiarostami, in his minimalist 
film, Shirin, creates through the close-ups of some 100 women’s faces, a fascinating tension between 
film narrative and imagery.

The younger generation also draws inspiration from traditional crafts, combined with contemporary 
concepts and techniques. In her beautifully embroidered felt sculptures, Bita Ghezelayagh combines  
old imagery and political text. Embroidery is also a key feature in the work of Farhad Ahrarnia,  who 
manipulates digital images, with threads and needles – from American beauty queens and soldiers, to 
iconic figures from politics or popular culture. The relationship between image and politics is also 
investigated in the work of Taraneh Hemami, who translates photographs of ‘martyrs’ or ‘heroes’ into 
beaded curtains, thus paying homage to those who sacrificed their lives for freedom. Concern about  
the status of women  is explored in the work of photographer Shadi Ghadirian and multimedia artist  
Parastou Forouhar. Post-feminism, post-colonialism and the shifting realities of life in post-revolutionary 
Iran are among the main themes of the work of Mitra Tabrizian, who blurs the boundaries between  
fiction and reality in her carefully staged photographs. Farhad Moshiri’s Reservoirs of Memories – large 
canvas variations on the theme of vessels, hints at pop and modern consumerist culture through the 
vernacular sayings inscribed on them. Whether living inside or outside Iran, these artists reflect on the 
exceptional as well as the ordinary events of daily life.

The exhibition is accompanied by an illustrated catalogue.

BEIRUT EXHIBITION CENTER
NEW WATERFRONT (BIEL ENTRANCE), BEIRUT CENTRAL DISTRICT

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: INFO@ROSEISSA.COM
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A House Divided (detail), mixed media on paper, 29.7 x 49 cm, 2011

Maliheh Afnan (b. 1935 in Haifa, Palestine) is renowned for her discreet, elegant and serious work, which 
explores personal and collective narratives and memories. Her Veiled Hopes series is a reflection on the duality 
of communication, between what is told and what is implied.

MALIHEH AFNAN



From the series Beautiful is the Silence of Ruins (detail), digital photography, embroidery and needles on canvas, 88.5 x 144 cm, 2011

In his series of embroidered, digital photographs on canvas, Farhad Ahrarnia (b. 1971 in Shiraz, Iran) comments 
on the many layers of fact and fiction in contemporary Middle Eastern politics. In Beautiful is the Silence of 
Ruins, historical Iranian architecture and American film stars from the 1930-1960s are connected by embroidered 
constructivist motifs to form a third image.

FARHAD AHRARNIA



Master calligrapher and artist Mohamed Ehsai (b. 1939 in Qazvin, Iran) combines his knowledge of all styles 
of formal calligraphy with his experience of modern art, thus developing his own original visual language. With 
spirituality as the foundation of his work, he pays homage to poets of different eras transforming traditional 
texts into abstract expressions.

From the series Allah, oil on canvas, 75 x 75 cm, 2007

MOHAMED EHSAI



Monir Shahroudy Farmanfarmaian (b. 1923 in Qazvin, Iran) achieved international celebrity in her 80s. 
Her magnificent abstract mirror-mosaic panels are composed of her own reverse-glass paintings and thousands 
of geometrical pieces of cut mirror.

Birds of Paradise (detail), mirror mosaic and reverse glass painting, 180 x 129 cm, 2008

MONIR FARMANFARMAIAN



Photographer Shadi Ghadirian (b. 1974 in Tehran, Iran) takes inspiration from the paradoxical nature of 
everyday life in Iran, especially as experienced by women battling with the traditional roles imposed by society. 
In her playful series, Like Everyday, the female identity is reduced to an anonymous form composed of colourful 
chadors and kitchen utensils.

From the series Like Everyday, C-print on aluminium, 100 x 100 cm, 2001-2002

SHADI GHADIRIAN



Architect-turned-artist Bita Ghezelayagh (b. 1966 in Florence, Italy) began working with the traditional Iranian 
craft of felt-making in 2003. In the Three Drops of Blood series, Ghezelayagh explores the past in a mystical 
circle, quoting extracts from Sadegh Hedayat’s novel of the same name with her own personal hinterland – 
geographical, familial, and historical.

BITA GHEZELAYAGH

From the series Three Drops of Blood, print on felt and embroidery, 110 x 110 cm, 2011



TARANEH HEMAMI

From the Commemorative Stamps series, 6 mm faceted beads, thread and steel, 81 x 61 cm (each), 2009

Photo: Scott Chernis

Taraneh Hemami (b. 1960 in Iran) is an interdisciplinary visual artist and a scholar. Using a range of 
techniques, she explores her generation’s experience of life in Iran. From the Heroes, Martyrs and Legends to 
the Commemoratives stamp series, she also references Iran’s recent past and current history.
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FARHAD MOSHIRI

Detail of Miveh Tarehbar (Fruits and Vegetables), mixed media on canvas, 260 x 170 cm, 2002

Farhad Moshiri (b. 1963 in Shiraz, Iran) blends traditional Iranian forms with the visual language of pop and 
consumerist culture, most famously in his early series, Reservoirs of Memory. These monumental paintings 
of traditional Iranian storage jars are overlayed with vernacular, creating an impressive eulogy on the simple 
pleasures of life.



NAJAF SHOKRI

From the series Lost Identities (detail), installation of 50 photographs, 20 x 20 cm each, 2006-9

Najaf Shokri (b. 1980 in Iran) found the subject for his Irandokht series when he stumbled on a pile of discarded 
women’s photo-identity cards from the 1950s and 60s. The astonishing diversity of portraits reflect the variety 
of choices that Iranian women had at the time. By using photography as a mean of discovery, Shokri invites the 
audience to contemplate this recent and very different period of Iran’s modern history. 



MITRA TABRIZIAN

Surveillance (detail),  monochrome digital print, 101 x 302 cm, 1988-89

Mitra Tabrizian (born in Tehran, Iran) works as an artist and lecturer in photography. Her carefully staged 
photographic tableaux are a panoramic assembly of key periods in Iranian contemporary history. Surveillance 
illustrates the role of the West and the clergy in Iranian politics and its implications for women’s status.


